May 8, 2018
Hon. Dave Jones
Candidate for Attorney General
915 L Street – Suite C-124
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Protecting the civil rights of seniors and people with disabilities in probate conservatorships
Dear Candidate Becerra:
We are writing to both major contenders for the office of California Attorney General to
support the request made by The Spectrum Institute, Disability and Guardianship Project,
Disability and Abuse Project to meet with them and discuss the long-overdue need for
conservatorship reform. We support and have the same message and the same request for
each candidate.
The message: Tens of thousands of seniors and people with disabilities who find themselves
entangled in probate conservatorship proceedings are victims of civil rights violations. Judges
often ignore the Americans with Disabilities Act in these cases, sometimes not even appointing
an attorney to defend the rights of a respondent. Court-appointed attorneys are often
surrendering, rather than defending, the rights of their clients. Court investigators all too often
are not monitoring these cases adequately or they are not effectively responding to reports of
abuse. Capacity assessments are often not performed at all with respect to many areas of
decision-making, and when they are done, they are conducted by individuals who lack the
necessary qualifications or training for such an evaluation.
The request: We sent out a request to the Attorney General in 2014, asking for an investigation
or some involvement to deal with these civil rights violations. There was no response and no
action. We sent out a request to the nominee for Attorney General in 2017 with a similar
request. We have never been invited to have a face-to-face meeting with anyone at the
Department of Justice. We have been told there is nothing the Attorney General can do
because the loyalty of the office is aligned with the state agencies and officials who are allowing
these civil rights violations to occur. We are asking each candidate if he will: (1) convene a civil
rights summit on probate conservatorships to address these issues on a statewide basis; and (2)
following the summit to convene a Civil Rights Task Force on Probate Conservatorships to
identify the prevalence of civil rights violations in such proceedings, to determine the extent to
which these violations stem from systemic deficiencies in policies and practices; and to identify
ways to better protect the civil rights of persons involved in such proceedings.

We respectfully request that you meet with The Spectrum Institute in the interest of protecting
the civil rights of seniors and people with intellectual and developmental disabilities in
California. If you have any questions, please feel free to call me at 916-552-6619.
Respectfully,

Teresa Anderson
Public Policy Director
The Arc/UCP CA Collaboration

